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•

Women politicians: more negative coverage than in the past –
and more negative, proportionally, than male colleagues.

•

However, Conservative women can also expect to receive more
positive coverage than Labour women who received no positive
coverage at all in 2012 sample.

QUOTES FROM WOMEN POLITICIANS
‘When women …have left Parliament… there has been lots of – quite negative –
coverage about them leaving, along the lines “Conservative women can’t hack it”
but not the same type of coverage about the men leaving.’
‘It’s hard getting national coverage and the only thing I ever seem to get asked is
about my kids or being a female MP, at least from the national media.’
‘I have 16 years in the Treasury dealing with the budget and the OECD. I have more
Treasury experience than the Shadow Chancellor. Yet I have never been asked
anything by a journalist on economic affairs or international issues.’
And Labour women were as critical of their own party and press office as the press
itself. A number pointed to a ‘sexist filter’ operating.

RETURNING TO AS YET UNPUBLISHED
RESEARCH:
Previous research…..
…explored the ways female politicians constructed as ‘other’ (Van Zoonan, 2006)
…found that coverage emphasises appearance (Garcia-Blanco and Wahl-Jorgensen,
2011)
….or femininity (Harmer and Wring, 2013)

THIS STUDY…
…examines the relative VISIBILITY and VOICE of women MPs in the press over time
and in comparison to men
And also the context
‘Why I chose politics over having kids’ (re Gloria de Piero)
front page strapline in The Times (15 Oct 2013)
‘Autocutie MPs “are intelligent, informed and aware of the world”’ (The Times 22 Oct
2013)
‘Twinkle toes May brings some sparkle to the Tory Party conference’ (Daily Express, 1
Oct 2013)
‘Minister takes a short cut to the office’ on the length of Liz Truss’s skirt,
accompanied by a picture as she emerges from a car (Daily Mail, 22 Oct 2014)

WHY?
Currently, only 147/650 MPs are women (22.6%), yet 52% of population are women
UK currently ranks 65th out of the 70 top ranking countries for the percentage of
women in parliament (below Iraq and Afghanistan)

WHY?
The electorate need to perceive Parliament as being representative of the population,
including women
Who is seen and heard in politics also says something about who is valued in our
society
We need to attract more women to politics
YET……Politics is highly mediatized.
A lack of coverage is a form of political death.
Not only do women need to be in politics, they need to be SEEN and HEARD in politics
Sarah Newton, Deputy Conservative Leader, says that women are not coming forward
to stand as candidates, and blames a hostile press (Rigby, FT, 25 April 2014)
An APPG on women in parliament says women are citing press coverage as one
reason for leaving politics

METHOD
Newsweek sample from 3 periods:
1992 (Conservative Govn)
2002 (Labour)
2012 (Coalition of Lib Dem and Cons)

7 national newspapers
Times

Daily Express

Guardian

Daily Mail

Daily Telegraph

Sun

Daily Mirror

METHOD
Recorded:
Articles that mentioned MPs (542)
Gender of MP
If article contains quotes from an MP, what is their gender?
Context/focus:
Political focus (policy, Parliament, speaking about another politician or party)
Personal focus (appearance, lifestyle, qualities)
Stories about wider events or society (eg opening an event, visiting a school,
talking about societal issues but not in terms of policy or party politics)

FINDINGS
In all articles mentioning MPs, what percentage are male and what
percentage female and how does this relate proportionally to their
representation in parliament?
YEAR

1992
2002
2012

TOTAL

MALE

FEMALE

542

86.7% (470)

14.2% (77)

147

91.2%

8.8%

(134/147)

(13/147)

83.4%

16.6%

(166/199)

(33/199)

86.7%

16.3%

(170/196)*

(32/196)*

199
196

% Women
MPs
9.2%
17.9%
22%

FINDINGS
When an MP speaks, who speaks? What is the ratio of male to female
politicians’ quotes, and how does this relate proportionally to their
representation in parliament?
YEAR

TOTAL

MALE

FEMALE

% women
MPs

204

87.3% (178)

15.2% (31)

1992

61

80.3%

19.7%

9.2%

2002

61

90.1%

9.8%

17.9%

2012

82

86.6%

13.4%

22%

FINDINGS
What is the focus of coverage (i.e. political, society, personal?)
MALE

MALE

MALE

FEMALE

FEMALE FEMAL
E

YEAR

Political
focus

Event/
Society
focus

Personal
focus

Political
focus

Event/
Society
focus

Person
al
focus

1992

68.7%

19.4%

3%

46.1%

53.8%

O%

2002

72.9%

12%

14.5%

63.6%

21.2%

15.1%

2012

58.2%

26.5%

5.3%

53.1%

40.6%

9.3%

TOTAL

66.4%
(312/470

19.4%
(91/470)

7.9%
(37/470)

56.4%
(44/78)

34.6%
(27/78)

10.2%
(8/78)

IMPLICATIONS: FOCUS
Greater increase in personal focus for all politicians in 2002, regardless of gender
Almost double the proportion for women by 2012
Much greater focus on wider events/society for women but the gap is closing
Overall, the ‘business’ of politics is overall more male (ie straightforward political
stories) but the gap is closing

FOCUS
While most coverage for women is straightforward, there are periodic outbreaks of
covert and overt sexist coverage, ranging from the childish to the downright nasty:
trivialising women and their achievements by focussing on clothes and shoes or
appearance
reducing them to stereotypes: glamorous pin-ups or ‘harridans’
infantilising them (‘girls’)
presenting them as emotional

HOWEVER….
The range of clothes and style opportunities available to women also affords them the
opportunity to manage their media image and attract media attention (Campus,
2013) (although for those not willing or able to play the fashion game, this is still
an unwelcome focus)
If the personal is political as many feminists have argued, this focus also presents
opportunities for widening the political agenda and attracting media attention.
And the much greater focus for women on wider society and events is a good means
of raising issues that may be brought indirectly into the political arena.
NEVERTHELESS, some of this focus is indeed sexist.
And the context in which they more frequently feature means that women continue to
be ‘othered’.

FINDINGS – MORE SIGNIFICANTLY, MORE
WORRYING…..?
Female MPs are being rendered less visible in proportion to their relative numbers in
Parliament than in the past and in relation to men
We are hearing the voices of women MPs less often than in the past and in relation to
men and less about their views and achievements
The language of politics becomes the preserve of men
………despite the fact that voters, particularly women, may relate better to the
language, style and tone of women MPs

This ‘bias of omission’ is a form of political annihilation.

CAVEATS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Samples small in some cases (particularly 1992 when there were few female MPs)
Are these findings an indication of a longer-term trend or a blip?
Need wider and future monitoring of situation.

CONCLUSION
As one door is being prised open to gain better female representation in Parliament
(albeit slowly), it seems that another is being closed to women being seen and
heard making a political contribution.
This has repercussions for those considering entering politics and for the electorate’s
perception of how representative of the population Parliament is, and for our
perceptions of who is valued in society.

‘Anyone

who wishes to better the position of her fellow-workers and
of the thousands of women outside of the ranks of the skilled
cotton operatives….should remember that political
enfranchisement must precede industrial emancipation, and
that the political disabilities of women have done incalculable
harm by cheapening their labour and lowering their position in
the industrial world.’

Manchester Guardian 1903 on decision of the Lancashire and Cheshire Women ‘s
Textile Committee to contest a seat in Wigan.

